CLOUD SECURITY
SERVICES
Take a holistic look at your cloud
security

Cloud security
considerations

As organisations embrace cloud to drive their digital
transformation by adopting SaaS, Modern Workplace tools and
Public Cloud platforms, their security landscape is changing.
As a consequence, the vulnerabilities and exploits organisations
face are also changing, as are the security tools that protect
against these threats.

Risk and compliance
The cost of a data breach has become
more severe. It’s no longer purely a
financial penalty or the operational
resolution costs (although these are
increasing) that are impacting the
organisation. As user and customer
reviews gain greater authority, data
breaches and poor service can cause
significant reputational damage and
deplete hard won trust and brand
identity.

Our Workshop, Find and Fix approach helps you to identify any
gaps in your cyber security strategy and easily assess the current
impact on your IT environment as well as fixing any holes in your
cloud security.

Lack of skills
As everyone in the cyber security
industry with responsibility for hiring
knows, skill sets are short, candidates
with cloud security skill sets are shorter
still and this is growing year on year. To
alleviate this, some organisations are
choosing to outsource tasks to service
providers so choosing a good partner
can significantly ease this pain.
The opportunity
An increased and compliant cyber
security posture enables organisations
to set themselves above others and
lead the way as the most secure in
their sector. This builds trust, provides
reassurance for customers and service
users and can make cyber security a part
of an organisations unique selling points.
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Securing your cloud with Trustmarque

Why Trustmarque?

Most cloud service providers, like Microsoft or AWS, protect
against intrusions and attacks on their systems, underlying
application and infrastructure. However, it is the organisation who
is using the cloud services to secure their own usage and data,
including how the service is used, who can access their data, and
who is sharing what with whom.

We have a wealth expertise and
experience across the breadth of
cloud solutions, whether that is
advising, implementing or deploying
innovative solutions. Our portfolio of
services and partners give you access
to the most relevant and advanced
solutions to address the myriad of
cyber security challenges you face.
In addition, we have invested highly
in staff training and are proud of our
expertise as well as our relationships
and certifications with the industry’s
leading vendors.

To protect your organisation against threats when using the cloud,
we cover six key areas, these are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Visibility of your whole IT estate and your users’ behaviour
Threat protection against malicious activity
Data protection to safeguard you most value assets
Governance of systems and date to comply with rules and
regulations
Identity to ensure only authorised people have access
Infrastructure protection of apps and systems whether in the
cloud or as part of a hybrid solution
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Founded in 2004 and acquired by
Capita in 2013, we are a multiple
award winning practise that has been
in operation for 17 years. We are
uniquely placed to leverage both the
strength of our strategic ecosystem
partners and Microsoft.
We have a team of dedicated Cyber
Security professionals who are
committed to helping you fight cyber
crime. We have over 55 in-house
engineers and a customer facing
Security Managed Service, manned
24x7x365, providing industry-leading
coverage over our Strategic Security
vendors.
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